
FLIES CAUGHT IN THE TRAP ARE  
UNABLE TO ESCAPE AND DIE.

PRO FLY-TRAP
FLY CONTROL THAT  

REALLY WORKS!
CONTROL FLIES IN ANY OUTDOOR AREA... 

your home or farm, around livestock, 
resorts, holiday parks, around food 

handling establishments and more.

3	100% 
 NATURAL
3	PESTICIDE
 FREE  

REALLY SERIOUS ABOUT 
THE ENVIRONMENT

REALLY SERIOUS ABOUT 
ELIMINATING FLIES

SCAN CODE & SEE
PRO FLY-TRAP

in action!



PRO FLY-TRAP
The Traps contain our unique 
Unidirectional Cones. These Cones 
allow the flies to easily enter. 
Since they cannot escape this 
quickly becomes the flies 
final resting place. You 
will likely be amazed at 
just how many flies you 
will catch!

The Traps need to be 
emptied and refilled with 
clean water and fresh 
sachets of PRO FLY-TRAP 
GRANULES every 30-60 
days, depending upon 
the fly pressure and the 
environmental conditions. 

NATURAL GRANULES
The granules come in a water-dispersible sachet, so there is no messy preparation, just 
fill the PRO FLY-TRAP Trap with water and throw in two or four sachets of the Granules, 
depending on which size Trap you are using.

The sachets slowly dissolve and over the next few days the granules activate and start to 
emit a highly attractive odour that flies just adore. After 2-3 days you will see many flies 
buzzing around the Traps.

NB: Whilst the flies adore the smell of PRO FLY-TRAP, it is not so pleasant for people, so 
keep your Traps away from your living areas and only use them outdoors.
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REALLY SERIOUS PRO FLY-TRAP uses a pesticide-free 100% 
natural approach to fly control, employing a unique and highly attractive, 
100% food based lure to draw the flies into the proprietary PRO FLY-TRAP, 
from which there is no escape. Quite simply, PRO FLY-TRAP becomes their 
final resting place in this ecological approach to fly control.

www.Protect-us.com.au

IT’S SO SIMPLE AND EASY TO SET UP & MAINTAIN...  
ANYWHERE YOU HAVE FLIES.
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